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January
Allende, Isabel Violeta – The epic story of Violeta Del Valle, a woman whose life spans one hundred years and bears
witness to the greatest upheavals of the twentieth century.
Anderson, Kevin J. Gods and Dragons – fantasy – (Book 3 in the Wake the Dragon Series) Two warring nations must set
aside generations of hatred to form an alliance against a far more deadly enemy.
Andersson, Lena Son of Svea – A funny, wise, and moving family chronicle about the social transformations that unite
and divide us while finding the courage to be true to oneself.
Andreades, Daphne Palasi Brown Girls – A debut novel about a group of friends and their immigrant families from
Queens, New York.
Apostol, Gina Bibliolepsy – The story of a young woman caught between a lifelong desire to escape into books and a
real-world revolution.
Assadi, Hannah Lillith The Stars Are Not Yet Bells – Through the scrim of fading memory, an elderly woman confronts a
lifetime of secrets and betrayal under the mysterious skies of her island home.
Atkins, Ace Bye Bye Baby – mystery – (Book 49 in the Spenser Series) It is up to Spenser, Hawk, and a surprising ally to
ensure the safety of rising congresswoman Carolina Garcia-Ramirez, who is in danger from an extremist group.
Atwood, Rachel Outcasts of the Wildwood – fantasy – (Book 2 in the Robin Hood Series) Nick helps Robin decipher the
clues to break a curse and find Marian’s secret chamber.
Banks, Maya Wherever You Are – romance – (Book 12 in the Kelly/KGI Series) When Skylar’s well-deserved R&R turns
into trouble, it is up to one man to save her life or die trying, but he isn’t prepared for never wanting to let her go.
Bartels, Erin The Girl Who Could Breathe Under Water – When Kendra dives into her murky past she discovers it is not
what she expected. She must face the consequences of a failed friendship and a failed relationship.
Benedict, Marie Her Hidden Genius – A novel shines a light on a woman who sacrificed her life to discover the nature of
our very DNA, a woman whose world-changing contributions were hidden by the men around her but whose relentless
drive advanced our understanding of humankind.
Berenson, Laurien Show Me the Bunny – cozy mystery – (Book 29 in the Melanie Travis Series) Melanie is gifted at raising
prize-winning Standard Poodles, not standing in as the Easter Bunny. But when March in Connecticut brings daffodils
and dead bodies, she’ll need to hop into action—and fast.
Birmingham, John The Shattered Skies – science fiction – (Book 2 in the Cruel Stars Trilogy Series) The Sturm have
returned to overrun the Earth, and it is up to five humans to become the heroes Earth needs.
Blackburn, Lizzie Damilola Yinka, Where Is Your Husband? – romance – Meet Yinka: a thirty-something, Oxfordeducated, British Nigerian woman with a well-paid job, good friends, and a mother whose constant refrain is “Yinka,
where is your huzband?”
Brazier, Eliza Jane Good Rich People – mystery – A destitute woman deceives her way into the guesthouse of a
Hollywood Hills mansion and inadvertently becomes a target in the twisted game of the wealthy family upstairs.
Burke, Alafair Find Me – mystery – (Book 6 in the Ellie Hatcher Series) Fourteen years ago Hope was thrown from an
overturned vehicle with no clue to her identity. Now she’s missing, and it is up to Ellie to find out who she really is.
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Cassidy, Luke Iron Annie – This novel is a breakneck journey that crackles with energy, warmth, heart, and marks the
arrival of a fresh and vibrant new voice in literary fiction.
Cates, Bailey Spirits and Sourdough – cozy mystery – (Book 10 in the Magical Bakery Mystery Series) Baker Katie
Lightfoot needs a sprinkle of magic to solve a haunting mystery.
Chamberlain, Diane The Last House on the Street – A small town divided by prejudice. A secret that won't remain silent.
Chan, Jessamine The School for Good Mothers – science fiction – One lapse in judgement lands a young mother in a
government reform program where custody of her child hangs in the balance.
Chien, Vivien Hot and Sour Suspects – cozy mystery – (Book 8 in the Noodle Shop Mystery Series) Yet another delectable
cozy set in a Chinese restaurant.
Clarke, Cassandra Rose The Beholden – fantasy – The story of Celestia and Izara as they journey from the lush rainforest
to a frozen desert on an impossible quest to find a god who doesn’t want to be found and prevent the end of the world.
Coble, Colleen A Stranger’s Game – A wealthy hotel heiress, a suspicious death, and a fight for the truth!
Collette, Abby A Killer Sundae – cozy mystery – (Book 3 in the Ice Cream Parlor Mystery Series) Ice cream shop owner
Bronwyn Crewse is in for two scoops of murder in this charming mystery.
Coyle, Cleo Honey Roasted – cozy mystery – (Book 19 in the Coffeehouse Series) Clare Cosi is busy as a bee planning her
honeymoon when murder buzzes into the Village Blend.
Davis, Fiona The Magnolia Palace – A tantalizing novel about the secrets, betrayal, and murder within one of New York
City's most impressive Gilded Age mansions.
De Cadenet, Gia Getting His Game Back – romance – The story about a man struggling to be his perfect self and a
woman who is ready to break her “rules” for him.
Delaney, Vicki A Three Book Problem – cozy mystery – (Book 7 in the Sherlock Holmes Bookshop Mystery Series) Gemma
Doyle is back on the case when a poison dart sails through the window of the library.
Di Benedetto, Antonio The Silentiary – In post-WWII South America, a struggling writer embarks on a murderous thought
experiment to help kickstart his career.
Diaz, Lena Murder on Prescott Mountain – (Book 1 in the Tennessee Cold Case Story Series) When former soldier
Grayson Prescott teams up with Detective Willow McCray, will they be able to stop the rapist and find a future together?
Dorsey, Tim Mermaid Confidential – mystery – (Book 25 in the Serge Storms Series) Serge A. Storms gives condo living a
try in this latest acid-splashed Florida crime caper.
Durastanti, Claudia Strangers I Know – Every family has its own mythology, but in this family none of the myths match
up. A funny and profound portrait of an unconventional family that makes us look anew at how language shapes our
understanding of ourselves.
Eason, Lynette Life Flight – (Book 1 in the Extreme Measures Serie) EMS helicopter pilot Penny Carlton and FBI Special
Agent Holt Satterfield have to catch a serial killer before he catches one of them.
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Estleman, Loren D. Cutthroat Dogs – mystery – (Book 29 in the Amos Walker Series) Wen April Goss was found dead in
her bathtub, of an apparent suicide, suspicion soon fell on her boyfriend. Dan Corbeil was convicted of her murder and
sent to prison. Case closed. Or is it?
Evison, Jonathan Small World – An epic novel set against the California gold rush, the development of the
transcontinental railroad, and a speeding train of modern-day strangers forced together by fate.
Faulkner, Katherine Greenwich Park – mystery – Helen’s idyllic life gets turned upside down when she makes a new
friend at her first pre-natal class. Rachel, an unpredictable single mother to be, has a few secrets to expose.
Feehan, Christine Savage Road – romance – (Book 7 in the Torpedo Ink Series) When Savin “Savage” Pajari and Seychelle
Dubois first met, their connection was instant, their attraction undeniable, but can Seychelle take all that Savage wants.
Fellowes, Jessica The Mitford Vanishing – mystery – (Book 5 in the Mitford Murders Series) A timeless whodunnit with
the fascinating Mitford sisters at its heart.
Flower, Amanda Crimes and Covers – cozy mystery – (Book 5 in the Magical Bookshop Mystery Series) Violet Waverly
sleuths a Thoreau-ly puzzling Christmastime murder.
Frantz, Laura A Heart Adrift – A Virginia chocolatier and a privateering sea captain collide once more after a failed love
affair a decade before. Will a war and a cache of regrets keep them apart? Or will a new shared vision reunite them?
Frederick, Jen Seoulmates – romance – A Korean-American adoptee fights to be with the one she loves while coming to
terms with her new identity.
Fuller, Kathleen Much Ado About a Latte – romance – (Book 2 in the Maple Falls Romance Series) A coffee war is
brewing in Maple Falls, where Anita and Tanner are serving up plenty of steam to keep the town buzzing.
Gardner, Lisa One Step Too Far – mystery – (Book 2 in the Frankie Elkin Series) Frankie Elkin goes into the woods in
search of a lost man—and the shocking truth about why he went missing in the first place.
George, Elizabeth Something to Hide – mystery – (Book 21 in the Inspector Lynley Series) DI Thomas Lynley, DS Barbara
Havers and DS Winston Nkata are called in to investigate a case that touches upon not only the work and the life of the
murdered detective but also upon a controversial cultural tradition.
Golden, Christopher Road of Bones – mystery – A stunning supernatural thriller set in Siberia, where a film crew is
covering an elusive ghost story about the Kolyma highway, a road built on top of the bones of prisoners of Stalin's gulag.
Gudenkauf, Heather The Overnight Guest – mystery – A woman receives an unexpected visitor during a deadly
snowstorm.
Guterson, David The Final Case – A moving father-son story that is also a taut courtroom drama and a bold examination
of privilege, power, and how to live a meaningful life.
Hamilton, Karen The Ex-Husband – mystery – Charlotte and Sam were partners in life and crime, but now years later,
Sam goes missing and someone is threatening to expose her past.
Harris, Joanne A Narrow Door – mystery – (Book 4 in the Malbry Series) It's an incendiary moment for St. Oswald's
school. For the first time in its history, a headmistress is in power, the gates opening to girls.
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Hawkins, Rachel Reckless Girls – mystery – Lux and Nico are thrilled to be sailing to a remote island off the coast of
Hawaii, but they aren’t alone, and when someone goes missing, they began to wonder if any of them are getting to
shore alive.
Hawley, Noah Anthem – mystery – A band of unlikely heroes sets out on a quest to save one innocent life - and might
end up saving us all.
Hedlund, Jody Never Leave Me – (Book 2 in the Waters of Time Series) Suffering from a genetic disease, Ellen Creighton
has one chance to save her life, but when criminals are also seeking the holy water, it becomes a race against the clock.
Hitchman, Beatrice All of You Every Single One – When Julia flees her unhappy marriage, she expects her life to be a
challenge, but her longing for a child diminishes her happiness.
Houston, Victoria Wolf Hollow – cozy mystery – (Book 1 in the Lew Ferris Mystery Series) Murder stalks the Wisconsin
Northwoods, and it is up to Police Chief Lew Ferris to catch the murderer.
Hunt, La Jill Full Figured 16 – (Book 16 in the Full-Figured Series) Sonya Duncan and CoCo Brown from Carl Weber’s most
popular novels are two big, beautiful women and are not afraid to live life to the fullest.
Hunter, Stephen Targeted – (Book 12 in the Bob Lee Swagger Series) A taut, white-knuckled thriller featuring master
sniper Bob Lee Swagger as he protects a group of political hostages during a perilous standoff.
Huntley, Swan Getting Clean with Stevie Green – It’s about coming to terms with who you are, resolving the pain of your
past, and accepting the truth of your life in all its messy glory.
Hutton, Callie The Mystery of Albert E. Finch – cozy mystery – (Book 3 in the Victorian Bookclub Mystery Series) Will
wedding bells or death knells ring for Lady Amy and Lord William?
James. Chantal None But the Righteous – An extraordinary debut that signals the arrival of an unforgettable new voice in
contemporary fiction.
Jurczyk, Eva The Department of Rare Books and Special Collections – Liesl Weiss is happy working in the rare books
department, but when her boss has a stroke, and she's left to run things, she discovers that the library's most prized
manuscript is missing.
Kepler, Lars The Mirror Man – mystery – (Book 8 in the Detective Inspector Joona Linna Series) Detective Joona Linna is
on the trail of a kidnapper who targets teenage girls and makes their worst nightmares a reality.
Kirman, Robin The End of Getting Lost – mystery – A psychologically suspenseful, cunning love story following a young
dancer unable to recall the last year of her life after suffering a head injury on her honeymoon, revealing an intimate
portrait of love’s powers—as well as its dangers.
Konen, Leah The Perfect Escape – mystery – The perfect girls' weekend turns deadly in this twisty unforgettable thriller.
Koontz, Dean Quicksilver – Quinn Quicksilver was born a mystery. Now he is on the run and fleeing for his life.
Krentz, Jayne Ann Lightning in a Mirror – romance – (Book 3 in the Fogg Lake Series) In this final novel in the trilogy,
Olivia and Harlan realize they must work together to survive and unlock the Bluestone Project’s most dangerous secrets
before more innocent people die.
Kukafka, Danya Notes on an Execution – mystery – A gripping and atmospheric work of literary suspense that
deconstructs the story of a serial killer on death row, told primarily through the eyes of the women in his life.
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Lam, Laura and Elizabeth May Seven Mercies – science fiction – (Book 2 in the Seven Devils Series) It follows a team of
seven rebels who will free the galaxy from the ruthless Tholosian Empire – or die trying.
Layne, Lauren Made in Manhattan – romance – A pampered and privileged Manhattan socialite must teach an
unpolished and denim-loving nobody from the Louisiana Bayou how to fit in with the upper crust of New York City.
Liasson, Miranda The Sweetheart Deal – romance – (Book 1 in the Blossom Glen Series) Three sisters and one small town
where everyone knows everyone else's business...what could possibly go wrong?
Liviero, Gemma Half in Shadow – Josephine is navigating dangerous territory in 1915 in Belgium, and she is torn
between the English soldier trapped behind enemy lines, and the German officer who offers her protection.
Lowell, Joanna The Runaway Duchess – romance – (Book 2 in the Duke Undone Series) A runaway bride dumps a duke
and rewrites her own love story.
Lutz, Lisa The Accomplice – mystery – Luna and Owen have formed a bond since college, but years later when Owen’s
wife is murdered Luna has to dig up the one secret she’s spent her whole life burying.
Maher, Kerri The Paris Bookseller – The captivating story of a trailblazing young woman who fought against incredible
odds to bring one of the most important books of the twentieth century to the world.
Mann, Peter The Torqued Man – Berlin, September, 1945. Two manuscripts are found in rubble, each one narrating
conflicting versions of the life of an Irish spy during the war. Which one is the truth?
Maren, Mesha Perpetual West – When newlyweds Alex and Elana move from Virginia to El Paso Alex’s desire to learn
more about his Mexican heritage puts their lives and relationship in jeopardy.
Matthews, Mimi The Siren of Sussex – romance – (Book 1 in the Belles of London Series) Victorian high society’s most
daring equestrienne finds love and an unexpected ally in her fight for independence in the strong arms of London’s most
sought after and devastatingly handsome half-Indian tailor.
May, Nikki Wahala – Ronke, Simi, Boo are three mixed-race friends living in London. When Isobel arrives cracks in their
friendship begin to appear, and they are forced to reckon with a past crime that may have repeated itself.
McGuire, Seanan Where the Drowned Girls Go – (Book 7 in the Wayward Children Series) Students at an anti-magical
school rebel against the oppressive faculty.
McMillan, Rachel The Mozart Code – romance – Sophia and Simon’s have a marriage of convenience but now the war
has ended and Simon loves his wife, but as they now work to end the cold war Sophie’s allegiance is called in to
question. Can Simon choose between duty to crown and love?
Meier, Leslie Easter Bonnet Murder – cozy mystery – (Book 28 in the Lucy Stone Mystery Series) Part-time reporter Lucy
Stone isn’t about to put all her eggs in one basket during a frantic Easter in Tinker’s Cove—especially when it comes to
cracking a deadly mystery.
Miller, Holly What Might Have Been – romance – Should Lucy stay in the seaside town she grew up in and get to know
Caleb better? Or should she go to London and reconnect with Max again after he broke her heart a decade ago? It's just
one decision - but sometimes one decision can change the course of your whole life.
Mitchard, Jacquelyn The Good Son – At 17 Thea’s son Stefan murdered his girl-friend in a drug fueled rage. Now three
years later he has been released and Thea must struggle to understand what happened and why?
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Nakamura, Fuminori My Annihilation – mystery – A confessional diary implicates its reader in a heinous crime, and
reveals with disturbing honesty the psychological motives of a killer.
Newman, Jay Undermoney – A group of American patriots are working to elect a president and must choose how
enmeshed in dangerous alliances and the underground world they are willing to go to achieve their goals.
Parker, T. Jefferson A Thousand Steps – An incisive coming-of-age story with a vivid portrait of a turbulent time and
place.
Patterson, James & Mike Lupica The Horsewoman – Mother and daughter Maggie Atwood and Becky McCabe share a
dream to be the best in the world, but only one rider can fulfil that dream and make history.
Percy, Benjamin The Unfamiliar Garden – science fiction – (Book 2 in the Comet Cycle Series) A passing comet has
caused irreversible change to the growth of fungi, spawning a dangerous, invasive species in the Pacific Northwest that
threatens to control the lives of humans and animals alike.
Peterson, Tracie and Kimberley Woodhouse Ever Constant – (Book 3 in the Treasures of Nome Series) Can Whitney and
Peter recognize it is through weakness that they can find strength to overcome all obstacles?
Petrie, Nick The Runaway – mystery – (Book 7 in the Peter Ash Series) When Peter Ash rescues a stranded pregnant
woman, he finds she's in far deeper trouble than he bargained for.
Prose, Nita The Maid – mystery – A charmingly eccentric hotel maid discovers a guest murdered in his bed. Solving the
mystery will turn her once orderly world upside down.
Rollins, James The Starless Crown – fantasy – (Book 1 in the Moonfall Series) An alliance embarks on a dangerous
journey to uncover the secrets of the distant past and save their world.
Rowland, Laura Joh Garden of Sins – (Book 6 in the Victorian Mystery Series) Sarah must search for the killer of a woman
she found murdered on a train all the while waiting for the verdict of her father's trial for heinous crimes committed two
decades earlier.
Sanchez, David All Day Is a Long Time – A captivating, searing, and ultimately redemptive debut novel about coming of
age on Florida’s drug-riddled Gulf Coast and the enigmatic connection between memory and self.
Sands, Lynsay Highland Wolf – romance – (Book 10 in the Highland Brides Series) Presumed dead years ago, the Wolf
has returned to claim his home, his birthright, and his bride.
Sanghani, Radhika 30 Things I Love About Myself – When Nina Mistry's life hits rock bottom, she decides to change her
stars by falling in love...with herself.
Schaffhausen, Joanna Last Seen Alive – mystery – (Book 5 in the Ellery Hathaway Series) Ellery met FBI Agent Reed
Markham when he rescued her from a serial killer. The killer is now ready to reveal where the bodies are but he will only
talk to Ellery.
Severn, Nichole Grave Danger – romance – (Book 1 in the Defenders of Battle Mountain Series) She escaped a killer's
clutches once. Now this medical examiner needs to follow the clues to put him behind bars.
Shalvis, Jill The Family You Make – romance – (Book 1 in the Sunrise Cove Series) When Levi calls his family saying he
met the “one” when he hasn’t, Jane agrees to pretend that they are together.
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Snow, Jennifer Alaska Dreams – romance – (Book 6 in the Wild River Series) Jade Frazier learns that Christmas is the
season for second chances—in life as well as love.
Solomon, Rachel Lynn Weather Girl – romance – A TV meteorologist and a sports reporter scheme to reunite their
divorced bosses with un-forecasted results.
Stabenow, Dana Disappearance of a Scribe – mystery – (Book 2 in the Eye of Isis Series) When murders start interfering
with Queen Cleopatra’s plans she charges Tetisheri with the task of finding the murderer.
Steel, Danielle Invisible – A gifted young woman must grapple with the legacy of a troubled childhood in order to pursue
her dreams.
Stevens, Amanda John Doe Cold Case – (Book 2 in the Procedural Crime Story Series) A shocking discovery just turned a
cold case red-hot. And for one detective, it strikes way too close to home.
Stridsberg, Sara The Antarctica of Love – Inni lives her life on the margins, but it is a life that is full and complex, filled
with different shades of dark and light... Until she is brutally murdered one summer's day.
Taylor, Brad End of Days – (Book 16 in the Pike Logan Series) The Taskforce and Mossad join forces to bring down a
fanatical organization.
Tracy, P.J. Desolation Canyon – mystery – (Book 2 in the Detective Margaret Nolan Series) A series of shocking
revelations emerge, Nolan finds herself confronting a sinister cabal that could destroy her and everyone she loves.
Turano, Jen To Disguise the Truth – (Book 3 in the Bleeker Street Inquiry Agency Series) When Arthur Livingston arrives
at the Bleecker Street Inquiry Agency, anxious to hire the agency to seek out a missing heiress, Eunice Holbrooke realizes
her past has finally caught up with her.
Umrigar, Thirty Honor – The moving story of two Indian women and the courage they inspire in each other.
Vane, Milla A Dance of Smoke and Steel – fantasy – As Anumith the Destroyer’s army draws nearer to the western
realms, an alliance is forming to stand against him.
Wallace, Carol Our Kind of People – Set amongst New York’s Gilded Age, a charming and cutthroat tale of a world in
which an invitation or an avoided glance can be the difference between fortune and ruin.
Wang, Weike Joan is Okay – A witty, moving, piercingly insightful new novel about a marvelously complicated woman
who can’t be anyone but herself.
Warren, Susan May Sunrise – romance – (Book 1 in the Sky King Ranch Series) When Dodge returns to Alaska, can he and
Echo rekindle their past love?
White, Edmund A Previous Life – Ruggero and Constance agree to write their confessions, can their marriage survive as
they take turns reading about each other’s pasts?
White, Roseanna M. To Treasure an Heiress – (Book 2 in the Secrets of the Isles Series) When Beth Tremayne stumbles
across an old map, she pursues the excitement she's always craved. But her only way to piece together the clues is
through Lord Sheridan-a man she insists stole a prized possession.
Willingham, Stacy A Flicker in the Dark – mystery – Chloe’s father is a serial killer. She thought the murders had stopped,
but on the anniversary of her father’s crimes a girl she knows goes missing.
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Wilson, Abigail Twilight at Moorington Cross – romance – Amelia Pembroke is in a unique position in Regency England:
she can obtain financial freedom. But, to do so, she must marry one of two gentlemen. The trouble is she might be
falling in love with another man entirely.
Wilson, Antoine Mouth to Mouth – mystery – When Jeff Cook resuscitates a drowning man, his life changes course as
the two men’s paths intertwine in dizzying ways.
Wingate, Marty The Librarian Always Rings Twice – mystery – (Book 3 in the First Edition Library Mystery Series) When a
mysterious stranger turns up making claims that threaten Lady Fowling’s legacy, Hayley Burke must dig deep into her
late-benefactor’s history to uncover the truth and catch a conniving killer.
Yanagihara, Hanya To Paradise – A bold, brilliant novel spanning three centuries and three different versions of the
American experiment about lovers, family, loss and the elusive promise of utopia.
Young, Erin The Fields – mystery – It starts with a body, and when Sergeant Riley Fisher arrives on the scene, an already
horrific crime becomes personal when she discovers the victim was a childhood friend.
February:
Agee, Joel The Stone World – A fictionalized version of the author’s 1940s boyhood when his mother fled to Mexico, and
raised him amid a circle of expat European communists, Mexican labor activists, and even Frida Kahlo.
Andrews, Amy Breaking All the Rules – A fun, sexy romp through the trials of starting over and finding what you didn't
know you needed in the last place you expected.
Andrews, V.C. Becoming My Sister – Two sisters face love, rivalry, and a shocking disappearance amidst the luxury of
Palm Springs.
Armstrong, Kelley The Deepest of Secrets – mystery – (Book 7 in the Casey Duncan Series) It’s not always easy to live in
the hidden town of Rockton, something Detective Casey Duncan knows firsthand.
Bahr, Dane The Houseboat – mystery – An atmospheric noir set in small town Iowa in the 1960s, a midcentury heartland
gothic with abounding twists and a feverish conclusion.
Barron, Stephanie Jane and the Year Without a Summer – mystery – (Book 14 in the Jane Austen Mystery Series) A trip
to the spa is not the relaxing Jane envisioned when a terrible crime occurs.
Beaton, M.C. Death of a Green-Eyes Monster – cozy mystery – (Book 34 in the Hamish MacBeth Mystery Series) Has
Hamish Macbeth finally found the love of his life, and can he track down a murderer before any hope he has for a
blissful future is destroyed?
Blake, Sarah Clean Air – The climate apocalypse has come and gone, and in the end it wasn’t the temperature climbing
or the waters rising. It was the trees. The world became overgrown, creating enough pollen to render the air
unbreathable.
Bliss, Alison Out of the Blue – romance – (Book 4 in the Perfect Fit Series) A curvaceous heroine falls for her personal
trainer.
Bola, J.J. The Selfless Act of Breathing – A heartbreaking, lyrical story for all of those who have fantasized about escaping
their daily lives and starting over.
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Buccola, Allison Catch Her When She Falls – mystery – A young woman questions everything she thought she knew
about the shocking murder that changed her life when she was in high school.
Chang, Lan Samantha The Family Chao – A kaleidoscopic, highly entertaining portrait of a Chinese-American family
grappling with the dark undercurrents of a seemingly pleasant small town.
Chase-Riboud, Barbara The Great Mrs. Elias – The tale of Hannah Elias, one of the richest black women in America in the
early 1900s, in a mesmerizing novel swirling with atmosphere and steeped in history.
Clark, Ashley Where the Last Rose Blooms – (Book 3 in the Heirloom Secrets Series) Two women, years apart, must both
find the strength to dig deep and let their courage bloom.
Clipston, Amy Foundation of Love – (Book 1 in the Amish Legacy Series) Can Duane and Crystal make it work when
everyone from their Bishop to their family members thinks they should be kept apart?
Cosimano, Elle Finlay Donovan Knocks ‘Em Dead – mystery – (Book 2 in the Finlay Donovan Series) The hilarious and
heart-pounding follow-up to Finlay Donovan is Killing It.
Crimp, Imogen A Very Nice Girl – mystery – A razor-sharp debut novel about an ambitious young opera singer caught
between devotion to her craft and an all-consuming affair with an older man.
Dailey, Janet Calder Grit – romance – (Book 2 in the Calder Brand Series) Blake steps in to restore Hanna’s honor after
his half-brother has taken advantage of her. Can they overcome the differences between them?
Danvers, Holly Long Overdue at the Lakeside Library – cozy mystery – (Book 2 in the Lakeside Library Mystery Series) An
icy cold murder and a library patron collide.
Dare, Tessa The Bride Bet – romance – (Book 4 in the Girl Meets Duke Series) Ten years ago they made a pact to marry if
they were still single – Nicola never thought the Duke meant it.
Day, Maddie Batter Off Dead – cozy mystery – (Book 10 in the Country Story Mystery Series) In South Lick, Indiana, fine
foods and classic cookware can be found at Robbie Jordan’s Pans ’N Pancakes. Unfortunately, her country store also
seems to stock up on murder.
Deas, Stephen The House of Cats and Gulls – fantasy – (Book 2 in the Dominion Series) Myla, Seth, and Fings find
themselves under siege in Deephaven, a city ravaged by the plague and stalked by demons.
De Gramont, Nina The Christie Affair – A reimagining of what occurred during the eleven days Agatha Christie was
missing in 1925.
Deibel, Jennifer The Lady of Galway Manor – In 1920s Ireland Annabeth de Lacy and Stephen Jennings begin to see that
maybe the “other side” isn’t quite as barbaric and uncultured as they had been led to believe.
Dugoni, Robert The Silent Sisters – (Book 3 in the Charles Jenkins Series) An American sleeper cell in Russia goes silent—
and it’s one man’s duty to find them.
Fenske, Tawna The Best Kept Secret – romance – (Book 3 in the Where There’s Smoke Series) Rescuing her sister's ex
from a loopy response to pain meds, Nyla has to keep Leo's biggest secret while trying not to fall for him.
Fletcher, Sascha Be Here to Love Me at the End of the World – A love story set in a bad dream about America, concerning
permanent debt, secret police, making dinner, and unpaid invoices—right up until the end of the world.
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Flower, Amanda Put Out to Pasture – cozy mystery – (Book 2 in the Farm to Table Mystery Series) There’s fowl play
afoot on the farm and it is up to Shiloh Bellamy to clear her best friend Kristy’s name.
Fluke, Joanna Caramel Pecan Roll Murder – cozy mystery – (Book 28 in the Hannah Swensen Mystery Series) Baker
Hannah Swensen is tempted by a high-profile tournament in Lake Eden that quickly turns deadly.
Foley, Lucy The Paris Apartment-mystery – No. 12 Rue des Amants – a beautiful old apartment block and a place for
murder. One resident is missing while another holds the key.
Gould, Leslie Threads of Hope – (Book 3 in the Plain Patterns Series) When Tally’s mother suffers a stroke, and her
neighbor Danielle’s PTSD becomes unmanageable, can her efforts to aid them bring hope to all their lives?
Greaney, Mark Sierra Six – (Book 11 in the Gray Man Series) Before he was the Gray Man, Court Gentry was Sierra Six,
the junior member of a CIA action team. Now a ghost from his past has shown up, and the Gray Man isn’t one to leave a
job unfinished.
Green, Jocelyn Drawn by the Current – (Book 3 in the Windy City Saga Series) A birthday excursion turns deadly when
the SS Eastland capsizes with Olive Pierce and her best friend Claire on board.
Hadley, Tessa Free Love – In 1967 London Phyllis Fischer, married and mother of two, has her whole life change when
she kisses the twenty-something son of an old friend in her garden one hot summer night.
Haigh, Jennifer Mercy Street – Mercy Street is a clinic where women get a second chance, but outside forces swirl and
anti-abortion demonstrators threaten them, increasing Claudia’s fears as she works to protect their patients.
Handler, David The Lady in the Silver Cloud – mystery – (Book 13 in the Stewart Hoag & Lulu Mysteries Series) Stewart
Hoag investigates the murder of his wealthy neighbor—and discovers her dark, mobbed-up past.
Hansen, Essa Azura Ghost – science fiction – (Book 2 in the Graven Series) Caiden is lured into a game of cat and mouse
as he attempts to stop Abriss’ planet to collapse the multiverse.
Hawks, Arlem Beyond the Lavender Fields – As rumors of a revolution swirl around 1792 France, Marie-Caroline and
Gilles Etiennne wonder if a revolutionnaire and a royaliste can live together.
Hodge, Rebecca Wildland – As Kat faces yet another round of chemotherapy, she is cut off from the rest of the camp by
a wildfire with two children and two dogs. She must decide how hard she’s willing to fight to survive.
Hood, Joshua The Treadstone Transgression – (Book 3 in the Treadstone Series) A blown mission and a dead team leave
Adam Hayes the last loose thread in a tapestry of betrayal in this latest high stakes international thriller.
Hurwitz, Gregg Dark Horse – mystery – (Book 7 in the Orphan X Series) Having survived an attack on his life, the loss of
his operations base, and the complications of a new relationship, Evan Smoak is not interested in taking on a new
mission, but one finds him anyway.
Ide, Joe The Goodbye Coast – mystery – (A Book in the Philip Marlowe Series) Raymond Chandler's iconic detective,
Philip Marlowe, gets a dramatic and colorful reinvention at the hands of award-winning novelist Joe Ide.
James, Marlon Moon Witch, Spider King – fantasy – (Book 2 in the Dark Star Trilogy Series) Part adventure tale, part
chronicle of an indomitable woman who bows to no man: it is a fascinating novel that explores power, personality, and
the places where they overlap.
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Jance, J.A. Nothing to Lose – mystery – (Book 25 in the J.P. Beaumont Series) Beaumont is approached by a visitor from
the past and finds himself drawn into a missing person’s case where danger is lurking and family secrets are exposed.
Jio, Sarah With Love From London – A librarian inherits a bookshop from her estranged mother, leading her halfway
across the world on a journey of self-discovery that transcends time and honors the unbreakable bonds of love and
family.
Johansen, Roy A Killer View – mystery – Meet Jessie Mercado, a motorcycle-riding private investigator who is willing to
do whatever it takes to get to the bottom of a missing persons case before lives are lost.
Kanon, Joseph The Berlin Exchange – An espionage thriller set at the height of the Cold War; when a captured American
who has spied for the KGB is swapped by the British, he returns to East Berlin needing to know who arranged his release
and what they want from him.
Kellerman, Jonathan City of the Dead – mystery – (Book 37 in the Alex Delaware Series) The past comes back to haunt
psychologist Alex Delaware and Detective Milo Sturgis when they investigate a grisly double homicide and uncover an
even more unspeakable motive.
King, Stephen and Richard Chizmar Gwendy’s Final Task – (Book 3 in the Gwendy’s Button Box Trilogy) Gwendy must
keep the button box safe by executing a secret mission to save the world!
Klump, Michelle Hillen A Dash of Death – mystery – (Book 1 in the Cocktails and Catering Mystery Series) A Houston
reporter-turned-mixologist mixes it up with murder.
Knight, Nikki Live, Local, and Dead – mystery – (Book 1 in the Vermont Radio Mystery Series) Death waits for snowman
in Nikki Knight’s new Vermont-based cozy series.
Knott, Robert Robert B. Parker’s Opium Rose – (Book 11 in the Cole and Hitch Series) Lawmen Virgil Cole and Everett
Hitch must quell a brewing showdown.
Larkwood, A.K. The Thousand Eyes – fantasy – (Book 2 in the Serpent Gates Series) As Shuthmili learns to use the
gauntlets safely a magical catastrophe befalls the city and an undead goddess begins to awake.
Lloyd, Josie The Bright Side Running Club – When Keira learns she has breast cancer, it is the Cancer Ladies Running Club
that helps her reclaim her life.
Maas, Sarah J House of Sky and Breath – (Book 2 in the Crescent City Series) A captivating story of a world about to
explode-and the people who will do anything to save it.
McCoy, Max American Odyssey – western – (Book 2 in the Ghost Rifle Series) As Jack Picaro searches for his lost Ghost
Rifle, he is unaware of how his past is returning to haunt him.
McKinty, Adrian The Chase – mystery – A pulse-pounding, high-concept new thriller.
Mezrich, Ben The Midnight Ride – A card shark, ex-con, and a professor find themselves on the cusp of an incredible
discovery – one that someone is willing to kill to keep a secret.
Morrow, Bethany C. Cherish Farrah – mystery – When 17-year-old Farrah moves in with her best friend’s family, she
enters a slow-burn social horror that will keep you on the edge of your seat until the last page.
Naymark, Emilya Behind the Lie – mystery – NYPD detective turned small town PI Laney Bird is in a fight to save lives—
including her own—after a neighborhood block party turns deadly.
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Nelson, Christina Suzann Shaped by the Waves – Returning to her small hometown on the Oregon Coast, Cassie is
confused by a package that contains typed pages telling the story of an anonymous woman with ties to Cassie.
O’Leary, Patrick 51 – science fiction – What if the infamous Roswell site contains something so weird that it bears little
resemblance to UFOs, aliens, or the most intricate conspiracy theories? The implausibly plausible explanation, ranging
over sixty years, entangles estranged real-life friends, their not-quite-imaginary friends, and some very confused U.S.
presidents.
Osler, Rob Devil’s Chew Toy – mystery – A light, LGBT mystery that follows an unlucky in love and life teacher who
unwittingly ends up the prime suspect in a disappearance.
Otsuka, Julie The Swimmers – What happens to a group of obsessed recreational swimmers when a crack appears at the
bottom of their pool. A searing, intimate story of mothers, daughters, and the sorrows of implacable loss.
Patterson, James and Howard Roughan Steal – mystery – (Book 3 in the Instinct Series) When one of his students goes
missing, Dr. Dylan Reinhart and Det. Elizabeth Needham need all their wits about them to stay ahead of this case.
Petterson, Per Men in My Situation – A tender, scintillating portrait of grief, fatherhood, and a life nearly going to pieces.
Pieriot, Ciel Bluebird – science fiction – Lesbian gunslinger fights spies in space!
Powell, Gareth L. Stars and Bones – science fiction- (Book 1 in the Stars and Bones Series) When her sister disappears,
Eryn insists on being part of the crew to look for her – what she finds could hold the key to humanity’s survival.
Preston, Douglas and Lincoln Child Diablo Mesa – mystery – (Book 3 in the Nora Kelly Series) Archaeologist Nora Kelly
and FBI Agent Corrie Swanson are on a case that opens up a Pandora's box of mystery, atomic espionage, and a
present‑day menace that puts all their lives at grave risk.
Raybourn, Deanna An Impossible Impostor – mystery – (Book 7 in the Veronica Speedwell Mystery Series) While
investigating a man claiming to be the long-lost heir to a noble family, Veronica gets the surprise of her life.
Rice, Anne and Christopher Rice The Reign of Osiris – (Book 3 in the Ramses the Damned Series) The gilded adventures
of Ramses the Damned, iconic creation of the legendary Anne Rice, continue in this breathtakingly suspenseful tale of a
titanic supernatural power unleashed on the eve of war.
Rivers, Francine The Lady’s Mine – The romantic tale of a displaced New England suffragette, a former Union soldier
disinherited by his Southern family, and the town they join forces to save.
Robb, J.D. Abandoned in Death – (Book 54 in the In Death Series) Homicide detective Eve Dallas races to untangle a
twisted family history while a hostage’s life hangs in the balance.
Shiloh, Toni In Search of a Prince – If it isn’t bad enough Brielle finds out she is the Princess of an African Kingdom, she is
also told she has to marry before she will be allowed to ascend the throne.
Smith, Jill Eileen The Prince and the Prodigal – A vivid retelling of the story of Joseph and Judah – a story of jealousy,
betrayal, and a reconciliation only God could bring about.
Sparks, Leanne The Wrong Woman – mystery – The past is never far behind, as a string of murders threatens to unleash
long-buried secrets in this pulse-pounding thriller.
Sundin, Sarah Until Leaves Fall in Paris – Americans Lucie Girard and Paul Aubrey are both trapped in Paris working for
the resistance during WWII, but both think the other is aiding the Nazis. Will love or duty prevail?
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Taylor, D.C. L.A. Burning – mystery – An ex-con hits the streets of L.A. to find her twin sister’s killer. Is it a mission of
justice—or a quest for vengeance?
Todd, Charles A Game of Fear – mystery – (Book 24 in the Inspector Ian Rutledge Series) Scotland Yard’s Ian Rutledge is
faced with his most perplexing case yet: a murder with no body and a killer who can only be a ghost.
Truman, Margaret and Jon Land Margaret Truman’s Murder at the CDC – mystery – (Book 32 in the Margaret Truman’s
Capital Crimes Series) Murder and intrigue on the steps of the United States capitol building pulls Robert Brixton into his
most personal case yet.
Walker, Sarai The Cherry Robbers – Iris Chapel flees the devastation of her family’s curse, but can she outrun this curse
forever?
Westlake, Donald E. Call Me A Cab – mystery – A wild, romantic road trip across America by taxi cab demonstrates why
this beloved author is so fondly remembered and so dearly missed.
Wrobel, Stephanie This Might Hurt – mystery – A dark, thrilling novel about two sisters—one trapped in the clutches of a
cult, the other in a web of her own lies.
Youers, Rio No Second Chances – mystery – A blistering high-octane thriller about desperate love, vengeance, and the
precarious pursuit of fame.

March:
Bishop, Anne Crowbones – fantasy – (Book 3 in the World of the Others Series) When a murder occurs in The Jumble,
the Elders and Elementals lock all suspects and victims in until the murderer is found.
Blackburn, Lynn H. Malicious Intent – (Book 2 in the Defend and Protect Series) When FBI agent Gil Dixon reunites with
childhood friend Dr. Ivy Collins, he did not expect it would take all of his skill to save her and her life’s work.
Bowen, Rhys Wild Irish Rose – mystery – (Book 18 in the Molly Murphy Series) When a murder occurs on Ellis Island, the
main suspect is the spitting image of Molly. Was Molly there that day to help clear the woman’s name?
Box, CJ Shadows Reel – mystery – (Book 22 in the Joe Pickett Series) Wyoming Game Warden Joe Pickett and his wife
Marybeth make separate discoveries that put the Pickett family in a pair of killers’ crosshairs.
Briggs, Patricia Soul Taken – fantasy – (Book 13 in the Mercy Thompson Series) Supernatural beings are disappearing,
and it is up to Mercy to discover if it is the Harvester, a being of legend, who is reaping souls with a black scythe.
Cabot, Amanda The Spark of Love – (Book 3 in the Mesquite Springs Series) When a spurned suitor threatens her, heiress
Alexandra Tarkington flees New York for Mesquite Springs in the Texas Hill Country.
Carlson, Melody Looking for Leroy – romance – Convinced to give men one last chance by her friend Jan, Brynna Phillips
goes in search of the boy she had a romance with as a teen at camp thirty years ago.
Carr, Deborah An Island at War – When the Germans occupy Jersey Island, Estelle and the islanders must face the reality
of life under Nazi rule.
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Carr, Jack In The Blood – (Book 5 in the James Reece Series) In a global pursuit spanning four continents, James Reece
will enlist the help of friends new and old to track down a killer and walk right into a trap set by a master sniper, a sniper
who has enlisted help of his own.
Coben, Harlan The Match – mystery – (Book 2 in the Wilde Series) Wilde becomes caught up in a community of online
doxxers who are starting to die; it is clear a serial killer is at work, and Wilde may be his next victim.
Colgan, Jenny Welcome to the School by the Sea – (Book 1 in the Little School by the Sea Series) Set at a quaint English
boarding school by the sea, friendships will bloom, and lives will change forever.
Connealy, Mary The Element of Love – (Book 1 in the Lumber Baron’s daughters Series) Forced to run away before their
stepfather marries them off to his lecherous friends, the Stiles sisters begin their fight to regain their inheritance.
Evanovich, Janet The Recovery Agent – mystery – (Book 1 in the Gabriella Rose Series) Gabriela Rose is a recovery agent,
and this time it’s her own family that is her latest job.
Feehan, Christine Phantom Game – romance – (Book 18 in the GhostWalker Series) Unbridled passion collides with an
unearthly danger in this latest Ghost Walker novel.
Fosse, Jon A New Name – (Book 3 in the Septology Series) Asle and Asle are doppelgängers, two versions of the same
person, two versions of the same life.
Fox, Candice The Chase – mystery – When John Kradle escapes he sees his chance to prove his innocence 26 years after
the murder of his wife and child. He just needs to stay one step ahead of the law and fugitive hunter Celine Osbourne.
Gray, Shelley Shepard Edgewater Road – (Book 1 in the Rumors in Ross County Series) A world of family mysteries,
small-town secrets, and perhaps a little romance along the way.
Harvey, Kristy Woodson The Wedding Veil – A sweeping new novel that follows four women across generations, bound
by a beautiful wedding veil and a connection to the famous Vanderbilt family.
Hayes, Terry The Year of the Locust – Luke Truman, junior officer on the USS Leviathon is about to discover something
that puts the future of our world at a tipping point towards doom that only he will be able to stop.
Hendricks, Greer The Golden Couple – mystery – When the Bishops glide through Avery’s door and Marissa reveals her
infidelity, all three are set on a collision course.
Holton, India The League of Gentlewomen Witches – romance – (Book 2 in the Dangerous Damsels Series) Miss Charlotte
Pettifer is a witch, and it is up to her to make sure the lost amulet of Black Beryl stays in the right hands.
Hubbell, Webb Light of Day – (Book 6 in the Jack Patterson Series) Jack Patterson is summoned to New Orleans to meet
with the heads of the Louisiana crime syndicate. For years, the syndicate has been protecting Jack's daughter, and now
the syndicate expects a favor in return.
Hunter, Kristi Ann Enchanting the Heiress – When Harriet hatches a plan to help stable hand Jonas and his sister Sophia,
she finds that her good intentions have gone to far.
Jamieson, Trent The Stone Road – fantasy – On the day Jean was born a mysterious evil named Furnace awoke. Now that
she is grown up, Jean must learn to face the demons and protect the town from this ancient evil.
Koch, Gini Aliens Like Us – fantasy – (Book 17 in the Katerhine ‘Kitty’ Katt Series) Katherine "Kitty" Katt faces off against
aliens, conspiracies, and deadly secrets.
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Mallery, Susan The Summer Getaway – romance – With her divorce settled, her daughter the world’s most demanding
bride, and a son refusing to even think about college, Robyn heads across country on the first plane!
Margolin, Phillip The Darkest Place – mystery – (Book 5 in the Robin Lockwood Series) Defense attorney Robin Lockwood
faces an unimaginable personal disaster and her greatest professional challenge.
Meltzer, Brad The Lightning Rod – (Book 2 in the Zig and Nola Series) When Zig comes across a hidden group willing to
compromise America’s safety and security, he needs to track down Nola to help save America itself.
Michaels, Fern Fear Thy Neighbor – One woman’s picture-perfect island sanctuary reveals itself to be filled with dangers.
Mishra, Pankaj Run and Hide – A vivid and moving meditation on the rise of New India, the effects of globalization, and
the crisis of masculinity that accompanies these rapidly changing conditions.
Neuvel, Sylvain Until the Last of Me – science fiction – (Book 2 in the Take Them to the Stars Series) For the first time in
100 generations, Mia’s family will have to choose to stand their ground, risking their bloodline and the future of the
human race.
O’Nan, Stewart Ocean State – A story of a murder, and the four women it impacted: Angel, the murderer; Carol, her
mother; Birdy, the victim; and Angel’s younger sister Marie.
Patterson, James and Dolly Parton Run, Rose, Run – mystery – Every song tells a story and this rising star is singing about
the hard life behind her that she is running from. Will the darkness she fled find and destroy her?
Peterson, Tracie Along the Rio Grande – (Book 1 in the Love on the Santa Fe Series) When misguided choices put
Susanna's family in an even more precarious situation, she needs someone to rely on. But if Owen can't face the past,
he'll miss out on his greatest chance at love.
Quinn, Kate The Diamond Eye – An unforgettable World War II tale of a quiet librarian who becomes history’s deadliest
female sniper.
Robertson, Ray Estates Large and Small -mystery- Profound, perceptive, and wryly observed, this is the story of one
man’s reckoning and an ardent defense of the shape books make in a life.
Rosenfelt, David Citizen K-9 – mystery – (Book 3 in the K Team Series) A blend of mystery with dogs and humor that
create an investigative team that readers will be rooting for book after book.
Scalzi, John The Kaiju Preservation Society – science fiction – When Jamie agrees to work for his friend Tom caring for
animals, little does he know these animals aren’t on earth and they are the universe’s largest and most dangerous
panda.
Scotoline, Lisa What Happened to the Bennetts – mystery – How far would you go to save your family? A suburban
father must answer that question when a botched carjacking places his family in the crosshairs of ruthless criminals.
Searles, John Her Last Affair – mystery – A novel of character-driven psychological suspense that intertwines three
people hoping to rediscover love and reconnect with their past.
Serle, Rebecca One Italian Summer – romance – A moving and unforgettable exploration of the powerful bond between
mother and daughter set on the breathtaking Amalfi Coast.
Shepherd, Peng The Cartographers – fantasy – A young woman discovers that a strange map in her deceased father’s
belongings holds an incredible, deadly secret—one that will lead her on an extraordinary adventure.
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St. James, Simone The Book of Cold Cases – mystery – A true crime blogger gets more than she bargained for while
interviewing the woman acquitted of two cold case slayings.
Steel, Danielle High Stakes – Five successful women play for high stakes in their careers at a boutique literary and talent
agency.
Stross, Charles Escape from Yokai Land – fantasy – (Book 12 in the Laundry Files Series) Bob Howard has been assigned
to work with the Miyamoto Group policing yokai, but his simple task leads to a deadly confrontation.
Swanson, Peter Nine Lives – mystery – If you're on the list, you're marked for death. For the nine strangers who receive
it, each just recognizing one name — their own — it will be the most life altering letter they ever receive.
Tyler, Anne French Braid – A freshly observed, funny, joyful, brilliantly perceptive journey deep into one family’s foibles
from the 1950s to our pandemic present.
Winspear, Jacqueline A Sunlit Weapon – mystery – (Book 17 in the Maisie Dobbs Series) A series of possible attacks on
British pilots leads Maisie Dobbs into a mystery involving First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt.

